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Buying more land for the Ecological Main Structure (EMS) will cost
about 2.5 billion euros more than
creating nature areas through nature management by farmers. This
is shown by research done by Wageningen economist Roel Jongeneel. Meanwhile, political reality
has caught up with this study, as
state secretary Henk Bleker has
stopped the purchase of land for
nature to meet the cabinet’s costcutting objectives. But when Jongereel started his research project
three years ago, it was a taboo to
discuss the costs of the EMS, he
says.
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What makes the purchase of land
for nature expensive? Jongeneel
calculated that the increase in demand can push land prices up by
about 20 percent. ‘This has been
denied for a long time, but buying
100,000 hectares of farmland will
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lead to price increases.’ In addition, nature purchases involve transaction costs which have not been
taken in to acount in before. ‘Government ofﬁcials have a lot to do
before the EMS policy can be translated into a legal transaction’, explains Jongeneel. ‘There are also
costs incurred for the spatial planning and monitoring of nature ob-

jectives.’ Although transaction
costs are also involved in management contracts with farmers, these
are lower.
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‘Each hectare of EMS nature costs
the country 867 euros per year. You
have to take all this into account. If
you decide to concentrate on agri-

cultural nature management, you
end up with almost 240 euros less
in costs.’
If the government continues to
buy EMS land to implement the
original plan, it will cost the treasury 9.1 billion euros. If the government reduces its purchases and
enters into more management
contracts with farmers instead, the
costs will be 6.6 billion euros. Jongeneel bases these calculations on
the assumption that nature objectives remain broadly the same.
Without any extra nature management by farmers, the total costs
will fall to about 6.2 billion euros.
‘But then the nature objectives will
of course be jeopardized’, says Jongeneel. His results were published
this month in Land Use Policy.
The research appears to provide
support for Bleker’s policy; he recently stopped buying land for the
EMS. But it is too soon to say that,
says Jongeneel. The policy is now
going to the other extreme, he
feels. ‘Bleker has even removed the
robust corridors, even though these are important from nature’s
point of view.’ $6
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Veal calves are fattened on a diet
comprising of a lot of ‘milk replacer’ and limited amounts of ﬁbrous feeds. From the welfare
point of view, they should get more
solid feed, state Wageningen researchers. Two weeks after birth,
the calves are transported from the
dairy farm to the veal calf farmer,
who delivers them to the slaughRESOURCE — 23 February 2012

terhouse at the age of six months.
The buyers want pale veal, because overseas consumers prefer it.
Veal calves therefore get a low-ﬁbre diet because the iron in the ﬁbre would lead to the less desirable rosé veal. The main feed is
milk replacer, supplemented
with concentrates.
The calves like milk in their
ﬁrst few weeks, but later develop
into ruminants. With little solid
feed in their diet, they cannot display their natural behaviours:
chewing and ruminating. In frustration, they start displaying abnormal behaviours such as che-

wing on nothing, rolling their
tongues and biting on railings or
troughs. Over four months, researcher Laura Webb fed calves
on a Wageningen UR experimental farm four different diets, with
four different amounts of solid
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feed. Only the calves that received
the highest amount of solid feed
showed less frustration in the
form of abnormal behaviour,
Webb concludes in this month’s

issue of Applied Animal Behaviour
Science.
According to Webb, the European legislation on veal calves feed
should be reassessed. This directive states that calves of 8 weeks
old should get a minimum of 50
grams of solid feed and calves of
20 weeks old should get 250 grams
minimum. These minimum
amounts should be increased for
the sake of animal welfare, says
Webb. $6

